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CLUSTERING TECHNIQUE



WHY CLUSTERING?

Identify distinct patterns in behavior and engagement online

Prior work in other industries using customer data has yielded strong results 
and helped to align strategy and communication to customers

Mix of advanced analytics and visualization makes data easy to understand 

“Don’t tell them how the clock is made, tell them the time” – Bob Terzotis



WHAT IS CLUSTERING?

Clustering/Segmentation is the practice of grouping a defined 
population into subsets based on similarities and/or dissimilarities

We use a proprietary K-means approach to build the clusters

• K-means clustering is a technique where the population is partitioned into 
k number of clusters centered around a mean



LISTENER INPUTS PER USER

Engagement Clusters

Continuous inputs

• Page views

• Article page views

• Unique days on site

• Time on site

• Scroll depth

• Content breadth

Behavioral Clusters

Continuous inputs &

Discrete inputs

• Content preference

• Device usage

• Top referrer

• Primary region



DIMENSION REDUCTION

Dimension Reduction is the practice by which many variable input fields 
are reduced to a few through sophisticated data mining techniques

• Principal Component 
Analysis is a method of 
dimension reduction for 
continuous variables

• Factor Analysis is 
performed on fields 
whose values take 
discrete form



CHOOSING K – LOWEST DEVIATION 

The distance from the mid-point of a cluster is maximized with 1 cluster, and 
falls as k increases (becomes zero when every subject is a cluster)

The distance being measured in this case is the standard deviation calculated 
for each cluster
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CHOOSING K - OPTIMAL CLUSTERS

The ideal number k is 
found where there are 
diminishing returns 
from additional 
clusters

In this case, 6 clusters 
is optimal
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K-MEANS VALIDATION

One issue with k-means is the randomness of clusters

• i.e. k-means can be run on identical data with the exact same number k, 
and yield completely different results!

• Row sorting may also impact results

The “law of large numbers approach” corrects this issue

• Applies k-means 500 times to the same data 

• Calculate the average deviation for every run

• Out of the 500, identify the cluster set with the lowest average deviation

Typically ~6% of outcomes “repeat” with the lowest deviation 



WORKING SESSION



WORKING SESSION

1. Split into teams and choose a presenter 

2. List tactics you would implement for these audiences

• Use the second page as a worksheet to guide your recommendations

• ~15 mins

3. Present your team’s recommendations 

• ~15 mins



MATHER FEEDBACK

1. Email system

• Retention campaigns: preventing digital disengagement

• Acquisition campaigns: acquiring new subscribers via email channel

• Engagement campaigns: encouraging users to read more content that is relevant to them

2. Paywall

• Intelligent targeting to acquire new subscribers and registered users

• Managing digital advertising risk by adjusting paywall settings

3. Ad server

• Same-site acquisition targeting

• Same-site advertiser targeting

• Off-site acquisition/advertiser retargeting



CLUSTER OVERVIEW
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